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Abstract: Reflection artifacts caused by acoustic inhomogeneities constitute a major problem 
in epi-mode biomedical photoacoustic imaging. Photoacoustic transients from the skin and 
superficial optical absorbers traverse into the tissue and reflect off echogenic structures to 
generate reflection artifacts. These artifacts cause difficulties in the interpretation of images 
and reduce contrast and imaging depth. We recently developed a method called PAFUSion 
(photoacoustic-guided focused ultrasound) to circumvent the problem of reflection artifacts in 
photoacoustic imaging. We already demonstrated that the photoacoustic signals can be 
backpropagated using synthetic aperture pulse-echo data for identifying and reducing 
reflection artifacts in vivo. In this work, we propose an alternative variant of PAFUSion in 
which synthetic backpropagation of photoacoustic signals is based on multi-angled plane-
wave ultrasound measurements. We implemented plane-wave and synthetic aperture 
PAFUSion in a handheld ultrasound/photoacoustic imaging system and demonstrate 
reduction of reflection artifacts in phantoms and in vivo measurements on a human finger 
using both approaches. Our results suggest that, while both approaches are equivalent in 
terms of artifact reduction efficiency, plane-wave PAFUSion requires less pulse echo 
acquisitions when the skin absorption is the main cause of reflection artifacts. 
© 2017 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes: (170.5120) Photoacoustic imaging; (170.7170) Ultrasound; (170.3880) Medical and biological 
imaging. 
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1. Introduction 
Photoacoustic (PA) imaging (optoacoustic imaging) allows the detection of optical absorption 
contrast inside optically scattering tissue via ultrasound (US) detection of thermoelastically 
induced US, when irradiating the tissue with pulsed laser light [1, 2]. This technique offers 
great promise in a wide range of pre-clinical and clinical applications [3–7]. 
Since PA imaging involves detection of US signals, integration with conventional pulse-
echo US in a single multi-modal device is a logical development. A PA image superimposed 
on a US image can give anatomical and structural information overlaid with complementary 
functional information of e.g. the local blood oxygenation level in a multi-wavelength 
approach [8]. Handheld dual mode US/PA probes use an epi-illumination geometry, where 
the optical components are integrated with the US probe to irradiate the tissue from the same 
side where PA signals are detected [9]. Epi-PA imaging provides freehand probe guidance 
and large flexibility in imaging different body parts [10]. On the downside, high light fluence 
beneath the US probe results in strong PA signals from the skin and superficial blood vessels. 
These PA transients will traverse into the tissue and reflect off the echogenic structures to 
generate reflection artifacts (echo clutter) [10–16], that can significantly reduce contrast and 
imaging depth [10, 13]. In addition, reflection artifacts just beneath the skin and in close 
proximity to blood vessels may confuse diagnosis by being misinterpreted as additional blood 
vessels or by biasing multi-wavelength imaging results. Thus, it is important to identify and 
reduce in-plane reflection artifacts for clinically successful high-contrast deep tissue epi-PA 
imaging. 
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Several approaches for identifying and reducing reflection artifacts have been reported 
[10–12, 14–16]. We recently reported on our first in vivo results of photoacoustic-guided 
focused ultrasound (PAFUSion) [13]. PAFUSion is based on the assumptions that significant 
artifacts stem only from PA transients that are generated by superficial absorbers (i.e. melanin 
or superficial blood vessels) and are reflected by deeper structures, and that the resulting 
echoes are temporally separated from the direct PA signal of these transients. Then it is 
possible to mimic reflection artifacts via backpropagation without introducing new artifacts. 
The PA signals were virtually backpropagated using synthetic aperture US data for imitating 
the inward-travelling PA field and thus the resulting reflection artifacts. Subtraction of the 
imitated reflection artifacts from the original PA data resulted in an artifact-reduced image. 
Synthetic aperture US data were defined as the echoes collected after transmission of US 
from each element, one at a time. 
To enable artifact reduction also when the direct signal and the echoes from strong PA 
transients overlap in time, alternative approaches have been proposed. Schwab et al. [14] 
developed an inverse scattering model based on the Born approximation. Starting from a 
single-sided Green's function representation for time-reversal acoustics [17], Van der Neut et 
al. developed a single-sided representation for backpropagation of PA signals based on the 
multidimensional Marchenko equation. Whereas PAFUSion and the inverse scattering 
approach are limited to echoes that occur at tissue below the optical absorbers, the Marchenko 
equation approach is also able to correct for reflections that occur at superficial tissue 
structures both below and above strong PA sources. Such reflections may be significant when 
reverberating in-between tissue layers. Whereas these promising approaches are still under 
development, PAFUSion is experimentally less demanding and was already successfully 
demonstrated in vivo. 
In this study, we focus on PAFUSion and propose a modification of this technique where 
synthetic backpropagation is based on multi-angled plane-wave transmissions as opposed to 
element-by-element transmission of US. The goal of this study was a quantitative comparison 
of reflection artifact reduction achieved using plane-wave and synthetic aperture PAFUSion 
implemented in a handheld US/PA imaging system. We demonstrate strong in-plane artifact 
reduction using both methods in a phantom as well as in vivo measurements on a finger of a 
human volunteer. Both approaches are systematically compared to conclude on the most 
suitable implementation in a clinical scenario. 
2. Theory 
In general, PAFUSion mimics the PA wavefield traversing into the tissue and thus the 
resulting reflection artifacts by using US transmissions [12, 13]. In the optimum case, this 
shall allow to subtract the identified artifacts from the PA signal and thus obtain a reflection-
artifact-free PA image. In the less optimal case where full subtraction is not possible, this 
allows the identification of reflection artifacts as such, and thus a more accurate interpretation 
of “true” PA features. 
PAFUSion using backpropagation [13] is based on the concept that the PA wave field can 
be decomposed into an outward-travelling part (PO) that is detected as “true” PA signal by the 
transducer, and an inward-travelling part (Pi) that reflects off the echogenic structures to 
generate reflection artifacts (Fig. 1(a)). At time t = 0, the two wave fields are identical but 
move in opposite directions. Thus, backpropagation of the wave field that was detected within 
the time interval [0, T] reproduces after time T the inward travelling wave field (Fig. 1(b)). 
The choice of T is illustrated in Fig. 1(a): It encompasses the direct signal of superficial 
absorbers (e.g. skin) but excludes the part of the signal where echoes become significant. The 
US echoes obtained after backpropagation will be similar to the reflection artifacts in the PA 
image. Physical backpropagation of PA signals requires the capability of transmitting 
arbitrarily shaped signals, which is beyond state-of-the-art of US equipment. In our previous 
work, we demonstrated the potential of using element-by-element US data (like in synthetic 
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aperture (SA) imaging) to synthetically backpropagate PA signals and thus identify and 
reduce reflection artifacts [13]. Synthetic aperture PAFUSion involves convolution of the 
time-inverted PA signal from each element with the tissue impulse response (defined as the 
echoes detected after transmission of a Dirac delta US pulse on the respective element), and 
subsequent superposition of the results for all elements. The resulting synthetized data mimic 
the PA reflection artifacts and are used to correct the PA images to obtain reflection-artifact-
free PA images. Figure 1(c) illustrates the synthetic backpropagation of skin PA signal using 
synthetic aperture transmission of US. In this case, it is obvious that a scan through the whole 
aperture, with one element transmitting at a time, is required to mimic the inward travelling 
PA wave field even in the simple case where the skin layer is the only prominent artifact-
generating PA source. 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of inward (Pi propagating into the tissue) and outward-propagating (PO 
propagating towards the probe) PA transients, generated by optical absorption in the skin 
melanin layer. (b) Time-inversion and backpropagation of the PA signal from interval t = [0, 
T] towards mimicking the PA wavefield Pi* traversing into the tissue and identification of 
resulting echoes. Alternative to physical backpropagation, synthetic backpropagation can be 
based on reference pulse-echo data that is acquired with (c) element-by-element US 
transmissions (like in synthetic aperture imaging), or (d) transmission of plane-waves (PA) 
with multiple angles. 
While the synthetic aperture approach is conceptually simple, other ways of generating 
reference pulse-echo data are possible and may be more efficient depending on the spatial 
distribution of artifact-generating PA sources. In the case where skin absorption is the main 
cause of reflection artifacts, the strong PA transient generated by the skin is close to a plane 
transient, and therefore a superposition of a sparse number of plane transients may be 
sufficient to mimic most part of the PA wavefield. This hypothesis inspired the 
implementation of an alternative approach, where virtual backpropagation is based on US 
plane-wave acquisitions with different transmit steering angles instead of the element-by-
element US transmissions (Fig. 1(d)). In analogy to the description of synthetic 
backpropagation algorithm in our previous paper [13], step by step explanation of plane-wave 
PAFUSion is as follows: 
1. Probe the tissue impulse response Sδ k (n*,t”) by acquiring reference plane wave pulse-
echo data detected on elements n* after transmission with transmission angles φk 
2. Decompose the PA signals S(n,t) into components Ŝ(φk, t) that are generated by the 
part of the photoacoustic wavefield propagating into directions φk. The 
decomposition is implemented by directional filtering, using a delay-and-sum 
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beamforming approach: Time-delay S(n,t) for each element by delay τ(φk ,n) that 
corresponds to the arrival time of a plane wave under angle φk at elements n. 
Average over n, resulting in signal Ŝ(φk, t): 
 ( ) ( )( ) ( )
1











= + = −  (1) 
3. Convolve Ŝ(φk ,T-t’) with Sδ k (n*,t”) to obtain Signals S*(n*, φk, t”) 
4. Superpose S*(n*, φk, t”) by summing over angles φk and shift in time according to t* = 
t”- T to obtain S*(n*,t*) 
S* simulates the reflection artifacts in the PA signal. 
3. Materials and methods 
3.1 Equipment and setup 
For all the experiments in this study, a handheld probe-based dual mode PA/US system was 
used [18]. Figure 2 shows the illustration of the system in which a commercial US scanner 
(MyLabOne, Esaote Europe BV, The Netherlands) is used along with a probe that integrates 
an US array with a diode laser module. The module produced pulses at 805 nm wavelength, 
130 ns pulse width at an energy of 1 mJ per pulse, with a high pulse repetition frequency of 
up to 10 kHz. The US probe has a −6 dB fractional bandwidth of around 100% and center 
frequency of 7.5 MHz. For avoiding optical absorption in the acoustic lens surface, the 
aperture was optically shielded with a 10 μm thin gold foil. 
The US scanner was used in research mode that provides access to all transmission and 
acquisition parameters. Custom-made software running on a laptop (connected to the scanner 
using USB 2.0 connection) controls the US scanner’s scan sequence for triggering laser 
diodes, US transmission and the sequential switching between PA, synthetic aperture US, and 
multi-angled plane-wave US measurements (including important parameters such as the 
number of elements to transmit for synthetic aperture US and the number of angles for plane-
wave US measurements). The system can read data from 64 channels at a time with a 
sampling rate of 50 MHz, and perform continuous data transfer for real-time processing 
running on the laptop. For both the phantom and in vivo studies, 64 middle elements of the 
aperture were used for synthetic aperture US (one element transmits at a time resulting in 64 
acquisitions) and angles of −16° to + 16° with a step of 1° for plane-wave US measurements 
(resulting in 33 acquisitions). 200 frames of PA data were also saved for further processing. 
PA, plane-wave and synthetic aperture US measurements were performed with a repetition 
rate of 200 Hz resulting in an acquisition time of less than 2 seconds (acquisition of PA, 
synthetic aperture US and plane-wave US data). All the post-processing presented was 
performed offline, including image reconstruction using a frequency domain algorithm [19]. 
 
Fig. 2. Illustration of the commercial US system showing a real-time reconstructed PA image 
of a human finger (left) and the hybrid probe (right) integrating the laser module and the US 
transducer array (US probe is optically shielded with gold foil). 
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3.2 Plane-wave and synthetic aperture PAFUSion – data processing 
The processing steps for synthetic aperture PAFUSion are the same as described in our 
previous work [13]. Plane-wave PAFUSion was performed following the steps described in 
the Theory section. Echoes obtained by transmission of multi-angled plane-waves were used 
as the reference for synthetic backpropagation. PA signals were filtered for different 
directions corresponding to the angles used for US transmission and convolved with the 
pulse-echo data for that particular angle transmission. Superposition of convolution results for 
all the angles generates S*, which simulates reflection artifacts in the PA signal. S* was 
subtracted from the PA signal (S) to generate the corrected PA signal without reflection 
artifacts. 
In the backpropagation approach, Dirac delta transmit and receive impulse responses are 
implicitly assumed. However, the transducer elements typically show a resonant behaviour. 
As a result, the synthetically generated reflection signal S* is a convolution of the real 
reflection signal S with the combined transmit and receive impulse response h, resulting in 
different temporal profiles of S and S*. To compensate for the influence of h and thus enable 
accurate subtraction, the waveforms of S and S* were convolved with a pair of finite impulse 
response (FIR) filters F and F*, respectively. F applied a band-pass to S, to reduce low SNR 
spectral content outside the resonance of the transducer. F* was applied to S*. By solving a 
linear inverse problem, the filter coefficients were determined so that the convolution of F* 
with h was identical to F. In other words, F* performed a regularized deconvolution of S*, 
and F matched S to the deconvolution result. The transducer response was determined in a 
pulse-echo experiment using a plane steel reflector. 
Even after matching the waveforms, the PA image and the PAFUSion image (before 
envelope detection) typically show differences in amplitude and phase that are spatially 
dependent and lead to subtraction errors if not accounted for (see experimental results). To 
account for these differences and enable efficient correction of reflection artifacts, the 
amplitudes and phases of the identified artifacts in the PAFUSion image were matched to the 
respective counterpart in the PA image before subtraction. This was done by manually 
choosing a square region of interest (ROI) around a respective artifact. Within that ROI, the 
per-pixel Hermitian product between the complex-valued amplitudes (after Hilbert transform) 
in the PA image and the PAFUSion image was calculated, averaged over the ROI, and 
divided by the mean-square absolute amplitude of the PAFUSion image inside the ROI. This 
resulted in a single complex number, where the absolute value was the ratio between the 
mean-square feature amplitude of the PA image and the PAFUSion image, and the phase 
angle was the phase shift. Multiplication of the complex-valued PAFUSion image with that 
number thus resulted in matching of the amplitude and phase to the PA image inside the 
chosen ROI. 
For the phantom measurement, the amplitude and phase matching was performed for 
every identified artifact separately to generate multiple corrected PA images (each with one 
artifact eliminated). For the in vivo measurement where many PA features and artifacts were 
present, amplitude and phase matching was performed for only one of the identified artifacts 
(one step subtraction by matching the amplitude and phase of one identified artifact with its 
counterpart in the PA image) for ease of interpretation and to avoid numerous corrected PA 
images. 
3.3 Phantom experiment 
Figure 3(a) shows the schematic of the phantom and the orientation of the US/PA probe used 
for the comparison of plane-wave and synthetic aperture PAFUSion. The phantom consisted 
of two optical absorbers (brown nylon threads, 0.28 mm diameter) positioned above and 
below an acoustic reflector (Delrin rod, 1.9 mm diameter). The optical absorbers as well as 
the acoustic reflector were embedded inside gelatin, in such a way that they were 
perpendicular to the imaging plane of the US transducer. A thin layer of black ink mixed with 
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gelatin (India ink,  ̴ 200 µm) was added to the surface of the gelatin phantom to mimic the 
optical absorption by the skin melanin layer and thus generating reflection artifacts. A water 
layer in-between the phantom surface and the US probe was used for acoustic coupling. This 
phantom was used to study reflection artifacts caused by both the extended PA features (eg: 
skin) and vessel-like features, and to compare the performance of plane-wave and synthetic 
aperture PAFUSion with these features. No optical scattering agent was added to the bulk of 
the gelatin phantom, to maximize the amplitude of the PA transients (and thereby of the PA 
reflections). In this experiment, the time T was chosen to be 8 µs, so as to backpropagate the 
PA signals from the skin-mimicking surface and the first nylon thread. 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Schematic of the phantom and orientation of the US/PA probe, (b) Illustration of the 
in vivo measurement setup in which the imaging plane, cross-section of imaging plane with 
finger, water spacing between finger and probe, and the path of the optical beam are shown. 
3.4 In vivo experiment – human finger 
An evaluation of plane-wave and synthetic aperture PAFUSion for the reduction of reflection 
artifacts in vivo was performed in measurements on the index finger of a human volunteer 
with dusky skin complexion. The finger was positioned inside a water bath in such a way that 
the imaging plane was aligned perpendicular to the finger (between the distal interphalangeal 
joint and proximal interphalangeal joint in the sagittal part) as shown in Fig. 3(b). Real-time 
PA reconstruction provided a feedback to select the location for the measurements. For in 
vivo measurements, T was selected in such a way that the PA signals from only the skin and 
the superficial blood vessels were synthetically backpropagated for performing PAFUSion. 
3.5 Quantitative comparison of plane-wave and synthetic aperture PAFUSion 
Performance of plane-wave and synthetic aperture PAFUSion is compared based on the 
efficiency in reducing reflection artifacts. For this purpose, pixel intensities of selected 
regions of interest (ROI) in the image are compared, before and after correction of PA images 
using plane-wave and synthetic aperture PAFUSion. The pixel intensity of a ROI was 
calculated as the average intensity of 9 pixels (3 by 3) centered around the maximum intensity 
value in the area. All features with pixel intensities higher than 1 dB were used for 
comparison and some of them are discussed in detail in the results section. Pixel intensities of 
the same selected regions were determined in the uncorrected (PAi) and in the corrected PA 
image (CorrPAi). The ratio of PAi and CorrPAi (Intensity reduction ratio = PAi/CorrPAi) was 
calculated and expressed in dB. In the phantom experiment where correction was optimized 
for different features separately, the CorrPAi value for each feature was determined in the 
respective corrected PA image. The intensity reduction ratio obtained for different ROIs using 
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plane-wave and synthetic aperture PAFUSion are compared to conclude on the performance 
of both the approaches in reflection artifact reduction. 
4. Results 
In all images, lateral and axial coordinates are represented by x and z respectively. The 
squared envelope of the images (PA, US, PAFUSion and corrected PA) is shown in dB scale. 
4.1 Phantom experiment 
 
Fig. 4. Phantom experiment results: (a) PA image with several features marked (a1 – a6), (b) 
US image. 
Figure 3 schematically illustrates the details of the phantom and the orientation of the hybrid 
PA/US probe in the experimental setup. Echoes from the skin-mimicking layer, nylon thread 
1, nylon thread 2, and the Delrin rod are visible in the US image (Fig. 4(b)). The skin-
mimicking layer is seen as a point-like feature most likely because of the inclined angle of the 
top surface of the phantom. Figure 4(a) shows the PA image of the phantom where multiple 
bright features are visible. The skin-mimicking layer (marked as a1) and nylon thread 1 
(marked as a2) are visible in the PA image. Near the expected position of thread 2, there is a 
horizontally extended feature (a5) visible which does not correspond to any optical absorbers 
in the phantom. This feature obscures the visibility of nylon thread 2, which would turn up as 
point-like structure at the location marked with a4. In addition, there are two further features 
(a3 and a6) visible in the PA image. 
Figure 5 shows the results of using plane-wave PAFUSion for identifying and reducing 
reflection artifacts in the phantom experiment. Figure 5(a) shows the PAFUSion image with 
all the identified reflection artifacts. Three of the features (a3, a5 and a6) visible in the PA 
image (Fig. 4(a)) are identified as artifacts using plane-wave PAFUSion. Feature a3 is weakly 
visible in the PAFUSion image (Fig. 5(a)) because of the chosen dB scale. Features a3 and a6 
would have been caused by the reflection of the strong PA transient from the skin-mimicking 
layer on nylon thread 1 and Delrin rod respectively. Reflection of the nylon thread 1 signal on 
the Delrin rod would have resulted in the feature a5. A reflection artifact was identified at the 
location of nylon thread 1 also. This may be the result of reflection of PA transient from 
nylon thread 1 reflecting off its own surface during signal generation. Alternatively and more 
probable this may be an artifact of the technique, caused by the reflection of the 
backpropagated wavefield at the absorber surface, immediately before it converges at t* = 0. 
Irrespective of the source of this artifact, its pixel intensity is significantly lower than the 
actual PA signal from the nylon thread and does not affect any of the image correction steps 
as already discussed in [13]. Based on the very small relative amplitude compared to the other 
artifacts, this artifact was identified as false artifact based on visual inspection, and no artifact 
correction was performed in this region. 
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Whereas the shape and spatial details of the identified reflection artifacts match the 
reflection artifacts in the PA image well, the relative amplitudes and phases of the identified 
artifacts were different from the artifacts in the PA image. Potential reasons for this behavior 
are: (i) The pulse-echo amplitude changes with depth owing to elevation focus, whereas – in 
backpropagation – we assume 2D sound propagation and therefore that there is no elevation 
focus. (ii) The spatial orientation of the PA sources which were maybe not perpendicular to 
the imaging plane, again violating the assumption of 2D sound propagation parallel to the 
imaging plane. For that reason, amplitude and phase of the identified artifacts had to be 
matched before subtracting from the PA image. In spite of the spatially dependent variations 
in phases and amplitudes, relative amplitudes of the actual identified artifacts were close to 
one. Figure 5(b)-5(d) shows the resulting corrected PA images (when amplitude and phase 
matching was performed for different artifacts) demonstrating optimum artifact reduction at 
the respective locations. In Fig. 5(b), the matching was achieved at the location of a3. As a 
result, the pixel intensity of the feature a3 is considerably reduced in the first corrected PA 
image (Fig. 5(b)) compared to the uncorrected one (Fig. 4(a)). Along with a3, intensity of a6 is 
also reduced. It is worth mentioning that the pixel intensities of the features which are not 
identified as artifacts (actual PA features) are not visibly changed. Figure 5(c) shows the 
corrected PA image in which pixel intensity of the feature a5 is significantly reduced. In this 
case, amplitude and phase matching was performed separately for feature a5. It is interesting 
to notice that the nylon thread 2 which was obscured by an artifact in the PA image becomes 
evident as a dot-like feature after the correction. This demonstrates the effectiveness of 
PAFUSion in revealing PA features that were initially obscured by reflection artifacts. In this 
case, even though the intensity of feature a5 could be reduced, the intensity level of feature a6 
was increased. Figure 5(d) shows the last corrected PA image in which the amplitude and 
phase matching filters where adapted to reduce the intensity of feature a6. Along with a6, 
intensity of feature a3 is also reduced. Different steps of amplitude and phase matching were 
thus required for reducing intensities of different artifacts, and partially some artifacts were 
increased while reducing others. The reason for this is the different relative amplitude and 
phase of different artifacts in the PAFUSion image as compared to the real PA image. 
 
Fig. 5. Plane-wave PAFUSion to identify and reduce reflection artifacts in the phantom 
experiment: (a) PAFUSion image, and corrected PA images where the PAFUSion image was 
subtracted after matching amplitude and phase at the locations of the features a3 (b), a5 (c) and 
a6 (d). 
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The ratio of PA pixel intensities before and after correction was calculated for all the 
regions marked in the PA image (Fig. 4(a)). For the corrected PA pixel intensities at the 
location of different features, the corresponding corrected PA images were considered. For 
example, the corrected image value of feature a6 was calculated from Fig. 5(d), where this 
feature was corrected. All the reflection artifact reduction ratio values are summarized in dB 
scale in Table 1 to quantitatively validate the efficiency of plane-wave PAFUSion in reducing 
reflection artifacts. 
Figure 6 shows the results of using synthetic aperture PAFUSion for identifying and 
reducing reflection artifacts in the phantom experiment. As for the plane-wave PAFUSion 
results, all the artifacts are accurately identified and reduced using synthetic aperture 
PAFUSion. Both the approaches were equally capable of uncovering reflection artifacts 
caused by both an extended PA source (skin-mimicking layer) and a point-like PA source 
(nylon thread perpendicular to the probe). It is important to mention that plane-wave 
PAFUSion was performed with almost half number of acquisitions (33 acquisitions, double 
the frame rate) compared to the synthetic aperture approach (based on the hypothesis that a 
smaller number of plane transients can mimic the PA wavefield from skin). Reflection artifact 
reduction ratio values for all the marked features in the PA image are summarized in dB scale 
in Table 1 to quantitatively validate and compare the efficiency of synthetic aperture 
PAFUSion with plane-wave PAFUSion in reducing reflection artifacts. It is clear that both 
approaches are similar in terms of reflection artifact reduction efficiency. Using both the 
approaches, the amplitudes of identified reflection artifacts (a3, a5, and a6) were reduced on an 
average of 14 dB substantiating that these are artifacts. On the other hand, pixel intensities of 
real PA features (a1, a2, and a4) are not affected. 
 
Fig. 6. Synthetic aperture PAFUSion to identify and reduce reflection artifacts in the phantom 
experiment: (a) PAFUSion image, and corrected PA images where the PAFUSion image was 
subtracted after matching amplitude and phase at the location of the feature a3 (b), a5 (c) and a6 
(d). 
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Table 1. Comparison of Intensity Reduction Ratios (IRR) achieved using plane-wave and 
synthetic aperture PAFUSion for the phantom measurement 
Region of interest a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 
IRR (dB) 1 1.1 15 1 12 14.2 (Plane-wave) 
IRR (dB) 
1 1.15 15.2 1 13.5 13.1 
(Synthetic aperture) 
 
4.2 In vivo experiment 
In vivo evaluation and comparison of plane-wave and synthetic aperture PAFUSion was 
performed on the index finger of a human volunteer. Figure 7(a) shows the PA image of the 
finger in which several bright features are visible. Some of the features are marked in the PA 
image for reference in Fig. 7(c). The high PA response from the skin melanin layer is visible 
as a bright arc-like feature (marked as a1) at a depth of around z = 7 mm. Four bright features 
(a2, a3, a4, and a5) are visible just underneath the skin layer which might be superficial blood 
vessels. Apart from these, several diffuse features are visible beneath the skin and deeper 
inside the tissue, out of which some are marked (a6, a7, a8, and a9). Figure 7(b) shows the US 
image of the same location. Skin (z = 7mm), bone (z = 10 mm) and several other echogenic 
structures are visible in the US image. 
 
Fig. 7. In vivo experiment results: (a) PA image, (b) US image, (c) PA image with several 
features marked (a1 – a9). 
Figure 8 shows the results of using plane-wave PAFUSion for identifying and reducing 
reflection artifacts in the in vivo experiment. The PAFUSion image (Fig. 8(a)) shows the 
reflection artifacts and demonstrates that the majority of the features in the PA image 
correlate with the simulated reflections. Except for a1 – a4, all other features in the PA image 
are exposed as reflection artifacts by using plane-wave PAFUSion. As in the phantom 
experiment, artifacts are identified at the depth of the skin melanin layer (z = 7 mm) whose 
relative pixel intensities are though far smaller than the actual PA signal from the skin. As 
hypothesized in a previous study and in the phantom experiment, this is most likely an artifact 
of the backpropagation approach. Many of the identified artifacts are in close proximity to 
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superficial blood vessels. In an uncorrected image, features like a5 – a7 could therefore be 
easily misinterpreted as blood vessels, inflammation or a cancerous tissue. 
 
Fig. 8. Plane-wave PAFUSion to identify and reduce reflection artifacts in the in vivo 
measurement: (a) PAFUSion image, (b) corrected PA image. 
Similar to the phantom experiment, the relative amplitudes and phases of the identified 
and the actual reflection artifacts are not identical for all artifacts, thus simultaneous 
correction of all artifacts with a single amplitude and phase matching step was not possible. 
For avoiding multiple images and discussion of results, correction of PA image is 
demonstrated by one-step amplitude and phase matching, which was adapted for reduction of 
one of the identified reflection artifacts (a7). Another reason for a one-step correction strategy 
was, that the optimum correction step for a7 simultaneously also reduced other artifacts to a 
certain extent. Figure 8(b) shows the corrected PA image in which the pixel intensities of 
identified artifacts are significantly reduced. Features a6-a9 almost completely disappeared in 
the corrected PA image. The intensity of the feature a5 that may be interpreted as a blood 
vessel also is significantly reduced compared to the PA image. The ratios of PA pixel 
intensities before and after correction for all the regions marked in the PA image are 
summarized in Table 2 to quantitatively validate the efficiency of plane-wave PAFUSion in 
reducing reflection artifacts. 
Figure 9 shows the results of PA reflection artifact reduction achieved at the same location 
of the finger using synthetic aperture PAFUSion. Figure 9(a) shows the PAFUSion image. It 
is clear that all the artifacts that are identified by using plane-wave PAFUSion (Fig. 8(a)) are 
identified in this case too. The only difference between the two approaches is the changed 
relative amplitudes of the identified artifacts (possibly caused by the motion of finger in 
between measurements). Figure 9(b) shows the PA image corrected using synthetic aperture 
PAFUSion in which reflection artifacts are significantly reduced. Reflection artifact reduction 
ratio values for all the marked features in the PA image are summarized in dB scale in Table 
2 to quantitatively validate and compare the efficiency of synthetic aperture PAFUSion with 
plane-wave PAFUSion in reducing reflection artifacts. 
 
Fig. 9. Synthetic aperture PAFUSion to identify and reduce reflection artifacts in the in vivo 
measurement: (a) PAFUSion image, (b) corrected PA image. 
Table 2 demonstrates that the pixel intensities of features a5 to a9 are significantly reduced 
in the corrected PA image using both the approaches, with an average reduction of around 13 
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dB, substantiating the hypothesis that these are reflection artifacts. The intensities of features 
a1 to a4 are reduced only by around 1 dB which is significantly less than what was measured 
for a5 to a9, substantiating the hypothesis that these are real PA sources. Slight differences are 
evident in the corrected PA images and consequently the intensity reduction ratio for both 
approaches (especially for features a5 to a9). Most likely, this may have been caused by slight 
movement of the volunteer’s finger during the collection of synthetic aperture US data which 
is the last acquisition step in the measurement chain. 
Table 2. Comparison of Intensity Reduction Ratios (IRR) achieved using plane-wave and 
synthetic aperture PAFUSion for the in vivo measurement 
Region of interest a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 
IRR (dB) 1.3 1.1 1 1 5 14 16 18 20 (Plane-wave) 
IRR (dB) 1.2 1.2 1 1 3.5 10 16.2 14 14.5 (Synthetic aperture) 
 
5. Discussion 
The phantom and the in vivo results demonstrated that both the plane-wave and the synthetic 
aperture backpropagation-based PAFUSion are capable of identifying and significantly 
reducing reflection artifacts in epi-mode PA imaging using a commercial US scanner and an 
integrated US/PA probe. With both the approaches, reflection artifacts were reduced on an 
average by 13 dB in both the phantom and the in vivo studies. We demonstrated identification 
and strong reduction of reflection artifacts in superficial tissue and near the bone surface of 
the finger. In a conventional image, these artifacts may well be misinterpreted as small blood 
vessels, influencing the diagnosis of e.g. inflammation in rheumatoid arthritis, thus 
demonstrating the importance of PAFUSion in identifying and reducing them. 
The goal of this paper was to quantitatively compare the plane-wave and the synthetic 
aperture approach. As hypothesized in the theory section, our results give a direct 
confirmation that the plane-wave PAFUSion – while requiring fewer acquisitions – is more 
suited for reduction of reflection artifacts in clinical epi-PA imaging, when the skin 
absorption is the main cause of reflection artifacts (skin mimicking layer/skin was the most 
important artifact source in the phantom and the in vivo study). Based on the hypothesis that 
superposition of a sparse number of plane transients may be sufficient to mimic most part of 
the PA wavefield of a skin layer, plane-wave PAFUSion was performed with only 33 
acquisitions (33 angles) covering +/− 16 degrees, compared to 64 acquisitions (scan through 
all 64 elements and one element transmitting at a time) used in the synthetic aperture 
approach. This will benefit a clinical scenario where real-time display is highly desired, by 
increasing the frame rate by around 2 times when using the plane-wave approach. In addition, 
a lower number of acquisitions will also help minimize tissue motion during PAFUSion data 
acquisition and thus improve subtraction accuracy. Apart from spatial misalignment between 
the PA image and the PAFUSion image, tissue motion in-between successive pulse-echo 
acquisitions can lead to phase cancellation in the superposition of the backpropagated S*. A 
smaller number of acquisitions that are required for PAFUSion will therefore benefit 
subtraction accuracy. If the skin layer is less curved in the PA image, an even smaller angle 
range and thus a smaller number of plane-waves will be sufficient to mimic the inward 
propagating wavefield from the skin. In an extreme case, if the skin is a straight-line feature, 
then plane-wave PAFUSion can be done with a single US plane-wave transmitted at the angle 
perpendicular to that feature. However, to determine the minimum number of angles required 
to mimic inward propagating wavefield of the skin melanin layer in an average situation 
requires further investigation. 
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The efficiency of reducing reflection artifacts (intensity reduction ratio) that were caused 
by both the extended features and point-like absorbers in the phantom experiment were found 
to be similar for both approaches. In any clinical applications of epi-mode PA imaging, skin 
is considered to be the most important artifact source because of the high light fluence on the 
skin surface. Under this circumstance, plane-wave PAFUSion will be an appropriate choice 
because it is more favorable in terms of acquisition speed required for freehand clinical 
applications. On the other hand, if the main reflection artifact source is a point-like absorber 
as in interstitial PA imaging (high PA signal from/near the optical fiber/needle tip causing 
reflection artifacts) [20–22], synthetic aperture PAFUSion will be the better choice, because 
the full range of the angular aperture of the probe is required to mimic as much as possible of 
the inward propagating wavefield from a point-like PA source. If the point source is located 
near the probe, only a sub-aperture of all probe transducer elements – the ones that are located 
within the probe’s angular aperture – can effectively contribute to backpropagation towards 
the point source. In this case, the number of elements required for the element-by-element 
approach may even be smaller than the number of required angles for the plane wave 
approach. However, prior knowledge about the position of the PA source (can be obtained 
with the guidance of PA and US data) is essential to select the required set of elements for 
doing synthetic aperture PAFUSion in this situation. 
The similar performance of the plane-wave and the synthetic aperture approach was 
expected, because the two approaches are – mathematically seen –equivalent. Plane-wave 
transmissions can be regarded as superposition of single-element transmissions, and vice-
versa. A slight difference may result from plane wave edge effects, i.e. the divergent waves 
that emanate from the aperture edges owing to the limited probe aperture. Similar edge waves 
are expected for the synthetic aperture approach when backpropagating – over the limited 
aperture – the signal from a plane PA transient. However, a residual difference between the 
two approaches may result from the specific implementation of the directional filtering 
functions (Eq. (1)) that can yield a small level of cross-talk between different filtering 
directions owing to the limited probe aperture. This effect, if present, was not noticeable in 
our study. 
Both, the plane-wave and the synthetic aperture backpropagation approach, are based on 
the assumption that ultrasound attenuation of the backpropagated PA transients from the 
probe to the PA source is negligible. Frequency-dependent attenuation will, however, 
influence the temporal profile of the mimicked echoes in a depth-dependent way. Frequency-
dependent attenuation and dispersion can therefore add to a spatially dependent amplitude and 
phase mismatch between real and mimicked reflection artifacts. Whereas the effect of 
attenuation was not noticeable so far in the in-vivo study, it may become significant when 
imaging inside strongly attenuating tissue. A correction for expected average bulk attenuation 
may be possible, but not for spatial variations that are a priori unknown. In addition to 
attenuation, spatial variations of speed-of-sound (SoS) can influence the result. Moderate 
spatial variations may not have a strong influence, as long as the phase distortion of the 
outward-travelling PA wavefront can be accurately inverted by backpropagation. Strongly 
heterogeneous tissue (spatial variations of SoS and acoustic impedance), however, can lead to 
scattering and inward-reflections of the outward travelling PA wavefront that cannot be 
mimicked by backpropagation, introducing amplitude and waveform distortions. A single-
sided representation for backpropagation of PA signals, based on the multidimensional 
Marchenko equation proposed by Van der Neut et al. (to be published) will be potentially 
capable of reducing these reflections that occur at superficial tissue structures both below and 
above strong PA sources. 
Both in the phantom and in vivo measurements (plane-wave and synthetic aperture 
PAFUSion), the relative amplitudes and phases of the actual and the identified reflection 
artifacts were found to be spatially dependent. Consequently, a correction with one-step 
amplitude and phase matching for all features was not possible. A reason for relative 
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amplitude and phase differences could be that - because the distance to the skin/phantom 
surface is small (5-10 mm) - the to-be-simulated PA sources are not in the elevation focal 
distance of the probe (24 mm) which results in a distance-dependence of the pressure 
amplitudes. In this situation, scaling of pressure amplitudes based on the distance from the 
geometrical focus of the probe may be required to avoid the problem of relative amplitude 
difference when using PAFUSion. A single amplitude and phase matching step was used for 
the in vivo study (for example: Fig. 8b shows corrected PA image obtained with one 
amplitude and phase matching step). In this case, artifacts are strongly reduced, while the 
intensity of real PA features remains basically unchanged. Therefore, we hypothesize that it 
will be possible to adaptively choose a spatially dependent matching function for amplitude 
and phase by optimizing local image contrast. In cases where the artifact waveforms in the 
PA image and the PAFUSion image differ significantly, subtraction may not yield 
satisfactory results even after phase matching. Differences in waveform are possible in spite 
of the waveform matching, e.g. when the limited aperture of the probe does not allow to 
accurately mimic the PA wavefront, or when strongly acoustically scattering or attenuating 
structures distort the wavefront in a way that cannot be compensated for by backpropagation. 
In such cases, it may be beneficial to remove phase sensitivity by image subtraction after 
envelope detection. This approach was successfully demonstrated for removing reflection 
artifacts in the context of interstitial PA imaging of brachytherapy seeds [12]. In a situation 
where artifacts interfere with real PA signal, however, envelope subtraction – being a non-
linear operation – can result in a corrected PA amplitude that not only depends on the real PA 
signal amplitude but also on the relative amplitude and phase of artifact and PA signal. 
In a clinical situation, the PAFUSion image itself will already be relevant for identifying 
true features in the PA image. However, reduction of reflection artifacts in the PA image has 
the added benefit of identifying true PA features that are else hidden by reflection artifacts. 
The approach of matching the amplitude/phase of each reflection artifact separately and 
correcting the artifacts one by one real-time during the measurement is a feasible option. For 
example, clinicians can be given an option to click on features in the PAFUSion image 
(identified artifacts) and automatic correction of that particular feature by suitable scaling of 
pixel intensities and phases can be potentially implemented. Alternatively, the image can be 
split into sub-regions in each of which an automatic correction is performed. 
In the present study, we demonstrated reduction of sparsely distributed and distinct 
reflection artifacts. Similar to speckle in ultrasound images, PA images can also contain 
diffuse speckle caused by interference of randomly distributed echoes. Speckle artifacts 
become significant in comparison to real PA signal when imaging deep (> 1 cm) inside tissue 
[23, 24], but not at the imaging depth of the presented in-vivo results. Even though 
PAFUSion is in principle able to accurately mimic PA echo speckle, the presented results did 
not have sufficient dynamic range to demonstrate it. 
The implementation of plane-wave and synthetic aperture PAFUSion is straightforward in 
any system with sufficient transmission and acquisition control. Even though PAFUSion 
processing is done offline in this study, real-time implementation of plane-wave and synthetic 
aperture PAFUSion is potentially feasible in any US/PA system. The system used for this 
study can perform interleaved US and PA measurements at a high frame rate (200 Hz limited 
by maximum permissible light exposure) and we envisage implementing real-time PAFUSion 
in this system for future clinical studies. 
PAFUSion requires the identification of the time interval [0, T] that encompasses the 
direct signal of superficial absorbers (e.g. skin) but excludes the part of the signal where 
echoes become significant. A wrong choice of T will result in missing of artifacts when too 
short, and in backpropagation of echoes resulting in new artifacts when too long. This 
problem is common to both the synthetic-aperture and the plane-wave PAFUSion approach. 
In a situation where no a priori information on T exists, this choice can be based in an 
automatic way on PA image features. Potential ways could be to only include PA signals 
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above a threshold, only include PA signals until a pre-defined depth below skin, or vary T 
within a pre-defined range to optimize a certain criterion of corrected image quality (such as 
e.g. minimize the root-mean-square pixel intensity within a ROI). The alternative clutter 
reduction approaches that were mentioned in the introduction [14,17] are able to distinguish 
overlapping direct signals and echoes. Even though – in an ideal case – the role of T for 
differentiating direct signal and clutter becomes obsolete with these techniques, they are 
expected to benefit from a similar approach to minimize errors that may occur in practice due 
to a mismatch between model and experimental reality. 
6. Conclusions 
In summary, a comparison of plane-wave and synthetic aperture PAFUSion in a commercial 
US scanner used in combination with an integrated US/PA probe demonstrates strong 
reduction of in-plane reflection artifacts (average reduction of 13 dB) in phantom and in vivo 
measurements using both approaches. Our results demonstrate that plane-wave PAFUSion 
requiring fewer acquisitions holds more potential than the synthetic aperture approach for 
reduction of reflection artifacts in clinical epi-PA imaging, in situations where the skin is the 
main reflection artifact source. 
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